
Chambord Farmhouse 800.2
Keramický dvou dřez. Modulová montáž. Samostatný modul do skříňky min. 80

cm. Hloubka vaničky 20 cm.

EAN: 4051202918507

15 990 Kč
13 215 Kč bez DPH

Beautiful ceramic sink Farmhouse 800.2 by Chambord brand, is made by prestigious German company
Villeroy & Boch. This sink is designed by French designers, manufactured using the best traditional
techniques. It is a perfect combination of French sophistication and everyday comfort. It suits stylish
kitchens such as Shabby Chic style, the kitchen will be the coziest place in the house. At the same time,
the sink will look great in a rustic kitchen. It will also find its place in modern design.

The Chambord Farmhouse 800.2 is a ceramic double sink. It is a two-chambered ceramic sink and sink in
one. Two equally sized chambers are ideal for food preparation. We recommend the sink for larger
kitchens. The sink basin is deep enough (approximately 20 cm) for comfortable dishwashing.

Chambord Farmhouse 800.2 is an ideal purchase if you are considering a double ceramic sink in a
modular design, with installation on a cabinet. Its advantage is the possibility to position the kitchen
faucet directly on the sink. You will especially appreciate this fact if you own a wooden or laminate
countertop, as installing the faucet on the countertop could potentially cause leakage and damage to the
material.

The ceramic sink is very durable against impacts, scratches and high temperatures, it is hygienic and
safe for health. All dirt can be flushed away with water. Ceramic sinks are colorfast. The sink will maintain
its radiant white color even after several years.

Key features of the CHAMBORD FARMHOUSE 800.2 kitchen sink

White ceramic sink.
Farmhouse 800.2 has an extended warranty of 5 years.
The Chambord logo is located on the front of the sink in the right corner.
ideal choice of sink for stylish kitchens



it will blend beautifully with a wooden kitchen counter.
two practical sink basins, basin depth approximately 20 cm
the sink is intended for modular installation
Ceramic sinks are exceptionally resistant to impact, scratches, and UV radiation.
drilling a hole for the battery for free

A ceramic sink is fired in kilns and the glaze is applied by hand, making each piece unique. It is necessary
to take into account a tolerance of +/- 1-1.5 cm in dimensions. We recommend having the sink physically
available for the realization of the kitchen counter.

Parts of the packaging:

Sifon
Release.
Robbery



Parameters
Basic parameters
Sink type: Double sink.
Sink shape: Rectangular
Orientation: Without orientation
Sink material: Ceramics
Width of the kitchen cabinet: 80 cm
Sink mounting type: Modular
Sink style: Rustic / Retro sinks
Drain the sink.: 9 cm
Product TARIC code: 69101000
Others
Eccentric control of the drain: No
Pre-drilled hole for: No
Possibility to drill another hole: Yes
Warranty: 5 years
Dimensions of the main tray (cm)
Width of the basin: 46.5
The length of the bathtub: 37
Depth of the bathtub: 20
Minimum width of the cabinet: 80
The average size of the basin.: No
Sink dimensions (cm)
Width of the sink: 50
Sink length: 80
Sink depth: 22
Sink weight (kg): 30
Dimensions of the sink package (cm)
Width of the packaging: 51.5
Height of the packaging: 22.8
Depth of the packaging: 81.5
Weight including packaging (kg): 31



  

  

  

  

  




